We introduce a family of slot photonic crystal waveguides (SPhCWs) for the hybrid integration of low-index active materials in silicon photonics with energy-confinement factors of \( \sim 30\% \) in low-index regions. The proposed approach, which is based on a periodic indentation of the etched slot in the middle of the SPhCW, makes it possible to reconcile a simultaneously narrow and wide slot for exploiting the two modes of even symmetry of a SPhCW. The resulting mode-selection mechanism allows a flexible choice of the modes to be used. Furthermore, the proposed structure offers tremendous flexibility for adjusting the dispersive properties of the slot-confined modes, in particular of their slow-light effects. Flat band slow light in a bandwidth of about 60 nm with a group velocity dispersion factor \( |\beta_2| \) below 1 ps²/mm is numerically demonstrated by this approach, corresponding to a normalized delay bandwidth product of around 0.4. These results, obtained from hollow-core periodic waveguides that are directly designed in view of hybrid integration of active materials in mechanically robust structures (not based on free-standing membranes) could pave the way for the realization of on-chip slow-light bio-sensing, active hybrid-silicon optoelectronic devices, or all-optical hybrid-silicon nonlinear functionalities.
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light–matter interaction. In recent years, several key building blocks have been developed based on these particular silicon waveguides, including directional couplers and microring resonators in all-pass and add-drop configurations [14,15]. Beyond the specificities associated with the partial confinement of light in the low-index material, these works have demonstrated quite remarkable performance in terms of bending losses, propagation losses (∼1 dB/cm in TE light polarization around 1.55 μm wavelength), or ring resonator quality factors (around 30,000) [16].

Slot photonic crystal waveguides (SPhCWs) comprise a low-index void between two photonic crystal structures. This way, they can exploit the spatial confinement (slot effect) and pulse compression (slow-light effect) to further enhance light–matter interactions [17]. Furthermore, by bringing the slot modes to the platform of planar crystals, SPhCWs can leverage the engineering knowledge of slow-light modes resulting from the works carried out on (modified) W1 waveguides, especially for the control of light group index and group velocity dispersion (GVD) of Bloch modes [18]. As a result, SPhCW represents an excellent photonic platform for the hybrid integration of novel materials on silicon. However, to take full advantage of the approach, solutions based on the use of non-freestanding membranes should be preferred for practical reasons, among others ensuring mechanical robustness and relaxing planar integration requirements of the added materials [19]. From the waveguiding point of view, a lower vertical index contrast, leaving the oxide BOX underneath, translates in a lower light cone (i.e., smaller bandwidth). This restriction can be mitigated by engineering the optical mode confinement.

The work proposed in this paper is based on slow-light SPhCW engineering and offers an exploration of novel slow-light applications for the hybrid integration of active materials in silicon. We first estimate and optimize the light-confinement properties of SPhCW as a function of the considered slow-light regime. In a second step, we develop an approach allowing the exploitation of the fundamental mode of SPhCW, which minimizes the out-of-plane optical propagation losses. Finally, we show that the use of SPhCWs with corrugated slots in the form of a Bragg comb [20] allows a remarkably wide flat-band slow-light operation of around 60 nm in the telecom range (∼1.55 μm wavelength). This approach also opens up a wealth of possibilities for the engineering of the slow modes of SPhCWs. In particular, we show that an adjustment of the geometry of the slot makes it possible to play in a very flexible and quasi-independent manner on the two guided modes of even symmetry of these guides. As a result, the waveguides can be designed to support only two modes of even symmetry in the bandgap of the bulk photonic crystal medium, an unusual and interesting situation for photonic crystal waveguides. Moreover, the spectral deviation between these two modes can also be adjusted in a flexible manner—for example, with a view to exploiting nonlinear optical effects in guided wave configurations (e.g., cross-phase modulation).

2. OPTIMIZATION OF PHC SLOT WAVEGUIDES

Figure 1(a) shows the typical geometry, consisting of an SOI SPhCW. A typical SOI silicon thickness of 260 nm is
considered throughout this work. Compared to a conventional W1 type photonic crystal waveguide, the introduction of a slot in the geometry [of W, width: see Fig. 1(a)] tends to reduce the effective index of the guiding layer and thus to shift the eigenmodes of the structure towards higher frequencies [17]. In order to compensate this effect, the width between the two central rows of the photonic crystal is extended from $\sqrt{3}a$, the standard value for a W1 PhC waveguide, to $1.25\sqrt{3}a$. In the perspective of the integration of hybrid materials with optical index close to 1.5, a superstrate index $n_{d, clad} = 1.52$ is considered, corresponding to a whole class of polymer materials of interest, notably for their nonlinear optical properties around $\lambda = 1.55 \, \mu$m [21].

Other works focused on other applications such as electro-optical modulators [22] may also benefit from the approach proposed hereafter. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the dispersion diagrams for the two related SPheCWs obtained for a slot width of 80 and 200 nm, respectively. The results presented in this paper have been obtained using three-dimensional plane wave expansion calculation implemented with the MPB software [23]. As expected, the slot width has a very important effect on the dispersion diagram of the waveguide, leading to a significant increase in the frequency of the guide modes in the bandgap of the 2D photonic crystal and to a change in the concavity of certain modes in the first Brillouin zone. In particular, the fundamental mode, the so-called “true slot mode,” presents a positive concavity and is preferentially observed in wide slot cases [Fig. 1(c)]. On the other hand, the so-called “W1-like” mode (in analogy with the conventional mode of W1-type photonic crystal guides), appears in the band gap as the directly usable mode of even symmetry for narrow slots [Fig. 1(b)]. As also visible, between these two even-$E_y$ symmetry Bloch modes, SPheCW present an $E_y$-odd mode. In view of the field maps of the three modes conventionally encountered in SPheCW, it is also observed that the field of the W1-like mode concentrates essentially in both the central slot-ed region and the second row of holes. The true-slot mode tends to be preferentially confined in the slot and the first row of holes. As sustained by the orthogonal character of the Bloch modes, the field spatial distribution of these two modes thus differs. We shall see later that this property can be used for the engineering of these particular Bloch modes.

From the perspective of the hybrid integration of materials, a key parameter is the spatial overlap ($\eta_{d, clad}$) between the guided modes and the material. Previous works devoted to W1 guides have indicated a progressive spreading of the Bloch mode fields when the wavevector approaches the Brillouin zone edge, that is to say, within the slow-light regime [18]. In this way, these observations could lead to the anticipation of a decrease of $\eta_{d, clad}$ for an increase of the light group index ($n_G$). In order to explore this issue for SPheCW, we have calculated the evolution of $\eta_{d, clad}$ in the two configurations previously described along each of the two “W1-mode” and “true-slot” dispersion curves shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The related result obtained by plotting $\eta_{d, clad}$ as a function of light group index ($n_G$) instead of frequency (through the $n_G(\lambda)$ relationship) is shown in Fig. 1(b). As shown, two trends can be observed. First, a spatial confinement of the fields in the low-index material in the $\sim26\% - \sim30\%$ range is obtained for both modes. Another interesting result is the confinement saturation for $n_G > 100$. Although this range of group index values cannot be used practically due to the extrinsic propagation losses coming from the structural roughness of the structures, the observed result shows that slowing down the optical modes does not lead to a lateral field spreading. This result, contrary to the observations in W1 waveguides [18], is caused by the discontinuity of the normal component of the electric field at the low-index/high-index region edges. The optimization of the SPheCW mode properties can thus be carried out by evaluating the confinement of the guided Bloch modes directly at the edge of the Brillouin zone.

Given the confinement properties of SPheCW, the two most important geometric parameters are, as can be seen in Fig. 1(a), the width of the slot ($W_S$) and the radius of the first row of holes located at both sides of the core of the guide ($r_1$). Figure 2 depicts the calculated confinement, $\eta_{d, clad}$ for the two even modes as a function of those two geometrical parameters at the edge of the Brillouin zone. These maps show that, for the same dimensions, the confinement factors for the true-slot and W1-like modes are quite different. Thus, the dimension optimization of the waveguides must be conducted according to the targeted mode. Due to the slot influence on the mode effective index values, true-slot and W1-like modes exhibit large confinements for wide ($W_S \sim 180 \, \text{nm}$) and narrow slots ($W_S \sim 100 \, \text{nm}$), respectively. Interestingly, the regions where the confinement is typically greater than

**Fig. 2.** Dielectric energy confinement in the low-index material ($\eta_{d, clad}$) of silicon SPheCWs studied through the SOI SPheCW configuration described in Fig. 1 at the edge of the Brillouin zone: (a) true slot mode and (b) W1-like mode.
30% extend fairly over ranges of the order of 10–15 nm, that is to say, well within the tolerances of conventional fabrication techniques.

3. CORRUGATED SLOW LIGHT SLOT WAVEGUIDES

In the light of the choices and compromises made at this stage, it appears that the simultaneous exploitation of the two W1-like and True-slot modes is difficult despite their both being interesting in terms of field confinement in the low-index material. In addition, it may also be noted that the presence in the gap of the odd-symmetry mode can also lead to an undesired multimode waveguide operation. To circumvent these difficulties, we use a Bragg-like corrugated slot SPhCW that periodically combines narrow and wide slots [20,24], as shown in Fig. 3(a). The underlying idea is to ensure the confinement of the W1-slot mode by the narrow slot portions while allowing the true-slot mode to spread along its widened portions.

We have verified the accuracy of this hypothesis by calculating the Bloch modes of corrugated slot waveguides. The exact geometry, based on the parameters described in Section 1, includes a cover material with refractive index equal to 1.52, a variable \( r_1 \) hole radius, and a slot shape and width described in Fig. 3(a). A preliminary optimization of the double corrugation of the slot allowed us to choose the narrow and wide parts of the slot to be \( W_{Sn} = 50 \text{ nm} \) and \( W_{Sw} = 190 \text{ nm} \), respectively. We verified that, to maintain locally narrow and wide slots, it was necessary to align the wide portions in front of the lateral holes of the elementary cell of the photonic crystal waveguide \([dx = 0 \text{ in Fig. 3(a)}\] \). Starting from this basic slot structure, we investigated the waveguide modal response by tuning the \( r_1 \) parameter.

The remarkable effect of this single parameter is illustrated in Figs. 3(b)–3(d). It can be observed that increasing \( r_1 \) from 110 to 140 nm induces an efficient mode-selection process by progressively pulling the \( E_y \)-odd mode above the photonic crystal frequency bandgap. As anticipated, it can be observed that the true-slot mode field is stored in the wide part of the slot, while the W1-like one locates in the narrow parts. The differences in behavior of the three modes as a function of \( r_1 \) can be explained by their spatial overlap, with the first row of holes in the structure. As the \( E_y \)-odd symmetry mode is that of the strongest spatial overlap with the lateral low index holes, it is strongly impacted by the modification of \( r_1 \) [Fig. 1(c) and 1(d)]. An increase of \( r_1 \) induces a decrease in the effective index of the mode, and therefore an increase in the Bloch mode frequency.

This effect is much less marked for the W1-like mode whose spatial overlap with the first row of patterns is small, while the true-slot mode presents an intermediate situation and is thus also marked by an increase of its band edge frequency. Confinement factors of \( \eta_{clad} = 32.6\% \) and \( \eta_{clad} = 30.3\% \) were calculated for the true-slot and W1-like modes, respectively, considering \( r_1 = 140 \text{ nm} \) [configuration in Fig. 3(d)]. These results show that the proposed mode-selection mechanisms do not degrade the light–matter interaction capabilities of SPhCW. It is thus seen that the corrugation of the slot offers interesting possibilities for engineering SPhCW mode selection and makes it possible to obtain dispersion diagrams with only two remaining \( E_y \)-even modes in the photonic crystal bandgap, which can naturally be excited from an SOI strip waveguide operating in TE-like polarization. This atypical situation thus allows us to retain only the interesting modes in the bandgap of the photonic crystal and avoid a multimode operation.

It can also be noted from Fig. 3 that the true-slot mode has a very linear frequency dispersion curve, indicating a low group

Fig. 3. Bragg-like corrugated SPhCWs. (a) Description of the waveguide geometry; (b)–(d) dispersion diagrams obtained for a 50/150 nm corrugated slot in which wide parts are aligned with the two nearest neighboring holes \([dx = 0\) for \( r_1 = 110, 125, \) and 140 nm, respectively (all other parameters being identical to the one described in Section 1, including \( r_2 = 105 \text{ nm} \).]
velocity dispersion. Since this mode is naturally located very far below the light line, it can be anticipated that the proposed geometry opens the way to dispersion engineering for the exploitation of slow waves and the realization of third-order nonlinear effects by cancellation or near-cancellation of the mode GVD. To go further in this direction, the flexibility of the proposed geometry can be used. The spatial localization of the two modes in the elementary cell of the photonic crystal indeed makes it possible to independently tailor each of the two modes by making local modifications that affect one of the two modes but leaves the other one almost unperturbed. In this idea, we noted that the field of the W1-like mode has a large overlap with the second row of patterns (of radius \( r_2 \)), whereas this overlap is weaker in the true-slot mode case (see Fig. 3). A modification of \( r_2 \) was therefore likely to induce different modifications of the two modes.

We report in Fig. 4 the influence of the \( r_2 \) parameter on the frequency of the edge of the Brillouin zone for the two Bloch modes. These calculations were realized by the plane wave expansion method. As visible, an outstanding stability of the true slot mode edge wavelength is noticed when increasing \( r_2 \) from 85 to 115 nm, while a decrease of the W1-like mode edge wavelength is observed as a function of \( r_2 \), following a nearly linear slope (\( \Delta \lambda_{\text{W1-like}} / \Delta r_2 \sim -1.45 \)). It is thus remarked that a very flexible adjustment of the frequency deviation between the two Bloch modes of even symmetry can be achieved by a quasi-independent adjustment of the parameter \( r_2 \) with respect to the rest of the structure properties which remain almost unmodified.

The effect of the \( r_2 \) parameter on the true-slot mode is a bit more subtle. Although not leading to a significant change in its frequency, we observed that the GVD of the mode (second-order parameter) could be adjusted using this geometrical parameter. Further, it can be observed in Fig. 4(a) that the frequency of the true-slot mode has, in the studied configuration, a very linear portion which is the signature of a low GVD. We have explored this question quantitatively by calculating the classical “flat band slow light” figure of merit introduced in previous works and named the normalized delay bandwidth product (NDPB) \([19,25,26]\). To quickly summarize earlier discussions, the NDPB factor quantifies the relative spectral width that provides a target group index \((n_G)\) of plus or minus 10% around a considered frequency \((\omega_0 = c / \lambda_0)\): \[ \text{NDPB} = (n_G) \frac{\Delta \omega}{\omega_0} \] This factor serves in particular to evaluate whether, in addition to a marked slow wave regime, the usable spectral band is not reduced. In other words, the higher the NDPB, the larger the ratio between the bandwidth and the group velocity.

Figure 5 presents the main results of the study we carried out concerning the adjustment of the dispersion properties of the true-slot mode of corrugated SPhCW as a function of the \( r_2 \) parameter. Figure 5(a) shows the dispersive properties of a typical configuration (obtained for \( r_2 = 115 \) nm), namely the...
evolution of the group index \( n_G \) and the GVD \( \beta_2 \) of the mode as a function of the reduced frequency \( a/\lambda \). This result confirms the high stability of the group index, leading to a low GVD in a very wide spectral range. Quantitatively, the condition \( |\beta_2| < 1 \text{ ps}^2/\text{mm} \) is found to hold in an \( \sim 60 \text{ nm} \) wavelength bandwidth, demonstrating the exceptional potential of corrugated SPhCW as a hybrid integration host of third-order nonlinear materials in which phase-matching conditions often correspond to ensure ultra-low GVD [8]. It can be noticed that moderate group index values are obtained, around \( n_G = 10 \). However, these values correspond to higher light-matter interaction than in standard slow-light waveguides.

Due to the presence of the slot, the light-matter–material interaction is twofold improved compared to the maximum theoretical value achievable for slow-light photonic crystal modes [27] and a twofold improvement compared to the even mode present in the gap (W1-like mode). The indentation of the slot in fact forces the two modes to position themselves opposite the wide and narrow parts of the slot. The fairly differentiated localization of the electric field profiles of the two modes makes it possible to perform structural modifications \( (r_1 \text{ and } r_2 \text{ radii of the first two rows of holes}) \) having distinct effects on each of the two modes. Another advantage of this approach is to allow a very efficient rejection of the odd mode out of the photonic crystal bandgap. This results in an unusual situation, consisting of a photonic bandgap guiding platform with only two slot modes of even symmetry. The optimized SPhCW exhibits an NDBP larger than 0.4, close to the theoretical limit for slow-light photonic crystal modes [27].

We believe that the corrugated slow-light slot waveguides presented in this work offer interesting prospects for the integration of active materials on silicon. The flexibility offered by the introduction of slot corrugation, in terms of engineering of parity of modes and control of the dispersion, bring in appreciable degrees of freedom for the reinforcement of the light–matter interactions or the preparation of the needed phase-matching conditions to exploit nonlinear optical effects.
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